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It is hard to believe that the
SEDNA research project is now
beyond halfway and as such we
completed the project mid-term
review in Brussels, this year. As
part of the review process WP
and task leaders presented their
research efforts to date to the
SEDNA project officer, external
reviewer

and

a

representatives

number
from

Safe Arctic Bridge.
Digitalisation results in many new tools that may increase

resulting in the technology being isolated to single pieces

safety at sea. However, how can we introduce these new

of equipment or manufacturers.

tools while safely dividing attention between screens and
In order to address this challenge, SEDNA envisage the
the outside view? Our safe arctic bridge initiative is
technology as an open platform, supplementing current
seeking to solve this problem by leveraging the potential
workstations.
in new augmented reality (AR) technology.

of
the

The project is applying an iterative process moving
AR technologies allow us to use the world itself as an
between arctic design cases and design guideline
information canvas. Maritime AR is currently in rapid

European Commission.

frameworks, while also gradually improving both.
development and is already usable for some operational

Methanol

Fuel

Workshop

CERN
Agreement

scenarios. As the technology improves we foresee
increased use.

Preparations underway
Although there is an increasing number of AR application
Stena continue to lead efforts in
attaining

a

CWA

on

safety

assessments for the bunkering of
methanol fuels. While regulatory

The design and testing is completed in a lab through a
virtual reality driven ice breaker simulator. In addition,
we carry out development and testing at sea using
holographic headsets.

examples being developed, there is no regulatory design
framework in existence to determine how augmented
reality should be used as an information space shared
between systems on a ship.

developments continue in the
formulation of the IMO IGF code,
members

of

consortium

the
are

SEDNA
The design development is informed by operational

proactively

scenarios developed together with consortium partners

engaged in attaining a European

Chalmers and NMCI, who also assist in testing and

standards agreement which will

evaluation phases. Additionally, in March 2019 we

inform and contribute to the
ongoing
developments.

regulatory

carried out co-design and user tests on a naval vessel,
Without such a framework, leveraging the full potential of
augmented reality technologies is a challenge,

KV Svalbard, for 18 days in the Arctic.

Research
Dissemination

Voyage
Optimisation and
Sea Ice
Forecasting.

SEDNA "Safe maritime operations
under extreme conditions: " Seasonal
Predictions of the ice-edge with the
state-of-the-art coupled global oceanatmosphere-ice ensemble prediction
system Glosea5
Presentation at Arctic Frontiers, State of
the Arctic session, Tromsø, Norway 2224 January 2019

Voyage planning tools and
sea ice forecasting research
and innovation continues

Challenges for Maritime Traffic
Monitoring within the Arctic,
Presentation at the ESA Atlantic from
Space Conference, Southampton, UK,
24th January 2019
“Applying Expert Ice Breaker
Knowledge to Arctic Navigation”.
Presentation at International Maritime
Science Conference 2019, Budva,
Montenegro 12th April 2019

SEDNA

Design for Maritime Digitisation,
SEDNA AR Demonstrators
Conference Hosting, AHO, 29th April
2019
Assimilation of CPOM CryoSat-2 sea
ice freeboard observations into the
Met Office's Forecast Ocean
Assimilation Model (FOAM)

members

Architecture-based ship performance

forecasting plays in ensuring that a

Chalmers, UCL and BMT continue

simulation models which can now be

vessel can safely transit within an

their efforts in developing Voyage

used to simulate a ship’s performance

extreme environment such as the

Planning Tools.

both in open water and in ice infested

Arctic cannot be underestimated.

waters. Both Chalmers and UCL have

During

developed ice resistance models for

completed by NMCI and AHO it was

various types of ice in an effort to

highlighted by mariners that they lack

provide

resistance

confidence within the reliability of

within the voyage

such data within its current state.

planning tool. BMT efforts have

SEDNA research innovations have

involved

an

therefore set out to address solving

alternative self-learning data driven

this problem. “Mariners operating

model that makes use of ship

within

performance data for training. Full-

confidence in current weather

scale measurements are planned to

and

validate the simulation models and to

products”

Voyage planning tools were identified

navigation

Conference Exhibition Stand, AHO, Oslo,
Norway, 4th – 7th June 2019.
Voyage Planning Tool for Arctic
Transit of Cargo Ships,
Presentation at 38th International
Conference on Ocean, Offshore and
Arctic Engineering, Glasgow, Scotland.
A Voyage Planning Tool for Ships
Sailing between Europe and Asia via
the Arctic,

number

of

field

trips

within

extreme
realistic

ice

environments such as the Arctic. By
considerations
applying

SEDNA AR Demonstrators,
Norshipping,

a

as a potential solution for achieving
safe

Presentation at ESA Living Planet
Symposium, Cryosphere session, Milan,
Italy, 15th – 17th May 2019.

consortium

voyage

optimization

methods, vessels can avail of the
the

application

of

safest and most fuel-efficient routes
available when transiting ice affected

the

Arctic

lack

regions, thus reducing the likelihood
in which an accident or incident may
occur and minimize the negative

sea

ice

forecasting

impact on the environment from
train the self-learning data driven
emissions.
model. Finally, the current voyage

International Conference on Ships and
Offshore Structures.

methods

planning tool is an algorithm which is

The University of Southampton,

With

regards

to

the

themselves, the SEDNA consortium

single objective in nature, designed to

leader of the task for the Big

is developing tools which make use of

focus solely on minimizing the fuel

Data Intelligence Management,

variables such as ship performance

consumption using weather and ice

will present a paper on

propulsion models, fuel consumption,

routing.

“Copernicus EO Big Data

weather/ice

machine

constraints are considered such as

Intelligent Processing Under

learning

determine

realistic routes, the vessel’s overall

OGC Discrete Global Grid

optimized routes and voyage data.

tackling this issue by improving the
External

factors

and
initialisation of the sea ice thickness

data,

algorithms

and
to

Geoscience and Remote
Sensing society.

forecast model. To achieve this,
CryoSat-2 Satellite observations of

safety, and avoidance of icebergs.
Arctic

System Standards” at the annual
conference of the IEEE

The UK MET Office have been

Sea

ice

freeboard

are

In terms of research efforts, Chalmers

The UK MET Office continue to

assimilated. Daily observations with

and UCL have completed significant

lead Arctic weather and sea ice

their uncertainty information are used

model development of their Naval

forecast developments. The vital role

leading

that reliable weather and sea ice

forecasts as shown in figure above.

to

the
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improvement

of

Integrated Safe
Arctic
Knowledge Base
University

of

Southampton

continue to coordinate and lead
efforts

focusing

on

the

deployment of heterogeneous
big data acquisition, intelligent
management and processing,

Safe Arctic Ship: Anti-Icing Coatings

analytics

and

services
The Institute of Materials Discovery

are

manufactured

using

non-

apply,

cost-

(IMD) at UCL is exploring smart,
adherent and robust coatings with

simple

to

comprise

the

Such feedback greatly facilitates our
development and optimisation work

vacuum,

that

visualization

with the ultimate aim of incorporating

anti-icing and de-icing capabilities,

effective and scalable processing

such

aimed at reducing the impact of ice

methods.

systems providing good

coatings

onto

large

area

SEDNA knowledge base. The
knowledge

base

represents

ships, routes, tracks, accidents,

formation on vessels when subject to

and environmental observations

extremely cold temperatures. For the

to enable geospatial analysis

SEDNA project we are focusing on

focused on risk.

integrating electro-thermal technology
in association with icephobic coatings

Big Data Integration
and Connectivity

to delay or prevent ice formation.
Commercial

state

of

the

art

technology is found on the market in
SEDNA

the form of retro-fitted heat mats
which

require

consumption

and

high
are not

power

The first round of field trials on a ship

really

icephobic. We are looking into ways
to combine these active and passive
technologies. Our naturally inspired

data

connectivity

services
data

to

sailing in Artic has been conducted in

adhesion with low surface roughness,

environmental

March/April 2019 with promising test

resistance to wear, erosion, UV

such as COPERNICUS Marine

degradation, biofouling and corrosion.

sources

results and robust coatings have been

and ice condition models from

identified.

UK MET Office. These services

anti-icing/de-icing approaches with
low power consumption

developed

are then integrated with an OGC
compliant

SEDNA Overview

architecture

correlating environmental data
with ships planned routes and
past tracked positions to model
risks and ice conditions. SEDNA
is also experimenting on using
DGGS

technology

to

more

efficiently integrate geospatial
data at large scales.
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Upcoming Events
• SEDNA Consortium General Assembly
SEDNA Consortium meeting hosted by Lloyds Register in London, UK, 11th - 12th of June
2019.

U p co mi n g p u b l i cl y
a va i l a b l e



International Workshop on Sea Ice Modelling, Data
Assimilation and Verification

D e l i ve ra b l e s

SEDNA consortium research outputs will be presented at this international research event,

 D2.1 Arctic Risk Based

Bremen, Alfred Wagener Institute, Germany, June 17th – 19th 2019.

Design Framework.
 D2.2 Production &
Characterisation of



Methanol Fuel CERN Workshop Agreement Kick off.
Cen Workshop Agreement KO meeting, Stockholm, 10th of September 2019.

adherent, robust and
efficient icephobic
coatings.

• Arctic Circle Assembly Conference.

 D3.1 Optimised forecast
model.

The SEDNA consortium will host a breakout session at the International Arctic Circle
Assembly Conference, Reykjavik, Iceland, 10th of October 2019.

 D3.6 Arctic Navigation
and Communications
Solutions, Roadmaps and
Mitigation Strategies .
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Contact via the Project Co-ordinator
Dr. Gary Randall
Principal Consultant
BMT Group, 1 Park Road, Teddington, TW11 0AP, United Kingdom
Tel:
+44 (0)208 9435544
: gary.randall@bmtglobal.com
: https://www.sedna-project.eu/
https://twitter.com/SEDNA_Arctic
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8616133/

